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Abstract: This paper begins by first reporting the Parlay/OSA APIs and their implementation 
architecture based on softswitch and Intelligent Network (IN), respectively. Then a centralized 
overload control mechanism is proposed to protect this gateway from overload. Under this 
control mechanism, a couple of basic overload control algorithms are implemented in the 
gateway. Finally, The throughput, efficiency and fairness with a couple of load control 
algorithms working together in the gateway are evaluated. Compared to conventional 
overload control method, the centralized control mechanism with different control algorithms 
working together combines the existing control methods with a central node, and takes 
advantage of the feature that the existing peripheral nodes are completely controlled without 
changing their control algorithms, thus it serves to save time, and obviously employs 
resources more efficiently. 
Keywords: Parlay/OSA, Overload Control, Efficiency and Fairness 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In 1998 the Parlay Group was created as a closed forum by a handful of players from the 

telecommunications and information technology industries. The principal objective is to open 
up telecommunication networks in a secure manner. Parlay offers a set of object-oriented and 
signaling-protocol-neutral Application Programming Interfaces(APIs) known as service APIs 
that allow applications to access network functionality. It also offers another set of APIs 
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known as framework APIs , which provide control access to the service APIs[1].  
There are many styles for implementation of Parlay/OSA APIs[2] such as the 

softswitch-based implementation and the IN-based implementation. The softswitch-based 
Parlay/OSA gateway provides the access functions through softswitch from different 
networks. Obviously, this gateway has plentiful multimedia capabilities and data service 
features. The IN-based Parlay/OSA gateway opens the IN capability features to non-IN 
domain through updating the SCP or SSP. The later needs a TC/CORBA gateway to translate 
the APIs to an IN control protocol, such as an Intelligent Network Application Part(INAP), a 
CAMEL Application Part(CAP) and a Mobile Application Part(MAP), and vice versa . Even 
in the softswitch-based implementation, a TC/CORBA gateway is also needed to provide the 
existing 2G services in Next Generation Network(NGN).  
 There are many studies on the Parlay/OSA APIs [2-6]. While all the studies are focused on 
the implementation of Parlay/OSA APIs, this paper investigates another important issue, 
overload control on Parlay/OSA gateway. In fact, Parlay/OSA gateway is worked as a bridge 
between network entities and CORBA-based Application Server, we have reasons to believe 
that this gateway will be a bottleneck if there are no load control mechanisms deployed in the 
gateway and other entities.  
 Almost all nodes in telecommunication networks have their own overload control 
mechanisms or algorithms, which protect them or their upper nodes from overload by 
rejecting calls when the load is too high. In recent years, several papers on the protection of 
SCP from overload or related problems have been published[8-14], however, all these papers 
investigate the algorithms under very ideal conditions, all the nodes use same control 
algorithm. In practice, some nodes need to provide many different algorithms to serve 
different nodes. The performance of a couple of load control algorithms working together is 
not studied yet. This paper studies the throughput, efficiency and fairness with a couple of 
load control algorithms working together in the Parlay/OSA gateway when it is overloaded. In 
the distributed Parlay/OSA gateway architecture, the load control algorithms are carried out in 
all the protocol mapping gateways. It is the responsibility of these gateways to start and stop 
load control processes, send throttling parameters to peripheral nodes while receiving 
overload detected notifications from other entities in the Parlay/OSA gateway. 
 The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the implementation 
of Parlay/OSA gateway, the reader should realize that this implementation is an integrated 
implementation of softswitch-based and IN-based. In section 3, we point out the requirement 
for load control of Parlay/OSA gateway and the load control mechanism is discussed. In 
section 4, we deal with a couple of basic overload control schemes like Random admittance, 
Ticket bank and Enhanced Kawahara[8-11], all these algorithms are centralized and easy to be 
implemented. In section 5,we make many load control algorithms working together in the 
gateway, and investigate the throughput, efficiency and fairness. And finally, in section 6, we 
conclude this paper and point out the direction of future work. 
 
2. IMPLEMENTATION FOR PARLAY/OSA APIS  

Fig. 1 shows the Parlay/OSA gateway logical architecture. Applications use the 
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capabilities defined in Parlay/OSA and offered through the Parlay/OSA APIs. The 
applications can be deployed on Application Servers, which can be any standard IT platform. 
And the capabilities are offered by Server Capability Servers(SCS). The SCS implements the 
server side and the application implements the client side of the APIs. Communication 
between the applications and the SCS is done using CORBA. 

Framework Call Control User Interaction

TC/CORBA gateway

Application Server

Application

API

Interface class

Parlay/OSA　interface

Service Capability Server

Other
gateway(s)

 
Fig. 1 Parlay/OSA gateway logical architecture 

In order to enable CORBA objects to control an IN entity, such as an SSP, it is necessary 
to define a dedicated application-level gateway, that provides a CORBA/IDL interface (API) 
to the objects on the CORBA side and an SS7 interface towards the signaling network on the 
other side. This application-level gateway is called TC/CORBA gateway, the implementation 
of this TC/CORBA gateway is based on the TC/CORBA Inter-working specification of OMG. 
This specification also provides translation algorithms for converting between ROSE 
constructs defined in Abstract Syntax Notation One(ASN.1) and the corresponding CORBA 
constructs using IDL. Through this TC/CORBA gateway, applications in Application Server 
can access the IN entities in PSTN, GSM and CDMA networks using the same TC messages. 

 
3. REQUIREMENTS FOR OVERLOAD CONTROL 

 
Parlay Call Control APIs enable applications to create and route calls in the network, and 

also make it possible for applications to request and receive notifications of calls. These 
notifications are based on the call-related events such as ANSWER and BUSY. The 
TC/CORBA gateway implements the interfaces which the applications want to use to access 
the IN entities in the networks. These interfaces carry out the mapping from Parlay Call 
Control APIs to TC messages ,  and vise versa. For example, Originating calls, calling for 
application services are first shown in the SSPs. The TCAP(Transactions Capabilities 
Application Part) protocol is then established between the SSP and the appropriate SCF or 
application. Usually several TCAP dialogues have to be set up between the SSP and the SCF 
or application to complete a session. When many SSPs access the applications through the 
same TC/CORBA gateway simultaneously, the number of requests for the services provided 
by applications may beyond the max design limitation of TC/CORBA gateway. When this 
happens, the TC/CORBA gateway may become overload. If the overload situation is not 
controlled properly and timely, the performance will degrade seriously under severe overload 
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conditions. Therefore, the TC/CORBA gateway introduces bottleneck which can lead to 
unacceptable additional delays in calls, and reduce network call handling capability. It is same 
for other protocol conversion entities to introduce overload control issue besides TC/CORBA 
gateway. 
 We use the model shown in Fig. 2 where n  SSPs are connected to the TC/CORBA 
gateway. Requests for the services in the applications, that can be rejected both in the SSPs 

and in the TC/CORBA gateway, arrive at SSP i  in a Poisson stream with rate iλ  and are 

accepted or rejected in accordance with some overload control algorithm.  

SSP 1

SSP 2

SSP n

SS7 TC/CORBA
gateway

1λ

2λ

nλ

 
Fig. 2  Overload Control Mechanism in TC/CORBA gateway 

The overload control mechanism uses throttling parameters that determine how many 
requests may be accepted without causing overload. However, the overload protection of the 
gateway would not be efficient enough if the gateway were protected only by its own. If 
gateway was protected from being overload only by rejection of dialogues, it would 
experience a serious throughput decrease during overload since many rejected dialogues 
would belong to calls already been treated by the gateway and the processing time already 
spend on these calls would be wasted. Consequently, to get a high call throughput only first 
dialogue of a call should be rejected. Due to the SS7 protocol used in the gateway and SSPs 
communications, the rejection of the first dialogue of a call costs much. Because the only way 
to find out if a dialogue is the first one in a call is to unwrap the TCAP protocol, which 
consumers quite a lot of time. If the arrival rate of calls to gateway is high enough it will only 
have time to unwrap TCAP dialogue and reject calls. To achieve high efficiency, we have the 
gateway and SSPs exchange overload information while overload happened in the gateway, 
and have the SSPs reject the requests first. Of cause, the gateway will also reject some 
requests in the initial stage of overload control. 

To have fairness for the callers, it is necessary that gateway control the rate at which the 
SSPs accept requests. In our implantation, we have the gateway send throttling parameters to 
SSPs. These parameters tell SSPs how many requests can be accepted. 

We assume that SSP has an overload control mechanism, which protects the node by 
rejecting calls when the load on this node is too high. That is to say, the SSP can know that the 
TC/CORBA gateway is overload when the overload happened in the gateway, and the SSP 
has the ability to set the throttling parameters correctly according to the exchanged load 
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information from gateway. The throttling parameters are calculated and update at the end of 
regular intervals, called control intervals. In our implementation, TC/CORBA gateway sends 
a specific message to notify the originating SSP if overload is detected by the gateway. When 
the gateway is in overload situation, it will send this message to the relative SSP to notify it to 
start overload controlling. The throttling parameters are encoded in this message. When a SSP 
receives this message, it must send back a reply to the gateway. At the same time it sets its 
throttling parameter and begins its overload controlling for a specific duration. 
 
4. OVERLOAD CONTROL ALGORITHMS 

 
In the TC/CORBA gateway, we have used some basic overload control algorithms 

working together to evaluate the performance. All these algorithms have a throttling 
parameter that in a more or less explicit way determines how many call per second that may 
be accepted by an SSP. We assume that the parameter is updated at the end of intervals of 
length τ . We also define M as the maximum number of calls that the gateway can handle 
each second. 

 
4.1 Random Admittance 

In the random admittance algorithm[8], a request that arrives during interval k  is 

accepted with probability )(kp . )(kp  is updated by the gateway and then send to the SSPs 

at the beginning of each control interval. To be fair, all the SSPs must have the same value of 

)(kp .The gateway uses a counter )(kN  for the number of requests it receives from the SSPs 

during control interval k . Since the admittance ratio during the interval is )(kp . the total 

arrival rate at the SSPs, totalλ , can be estimated as totalλ = τ⋅)(
)(

kp
kN . If totalλ > M , 

total

Mkp λ=+ )1( ; else 1)1( =+kp . A specific message is transmitted from the TC/CORBA 

gateway to all the SSPs with )1( +kp . 

 
4.2 Ticket Bank 

In call Ticket band algorithm, the throttling parameter is )(kN  , the maximal number of 

calls that may be accepted per second in each SSP. At the beginning of each control interval, 

the TC/CORBA gateway determines )(kNi , that is )(kNi for SSP i , and sends it to the SSP 

i . SSP i  uses a counter )(kVi  for the number of requests that arrive during control interval 
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k . At the end of each interval, the SSP sends )(kVi  to the TC/CORBA gateway. The 

gateway calculates the total number of requests that have arrived at the 

SSPs, ∑=
i

itotal kVV )( . If τ⋅> MVtotal , τ⋅⋅=+ MV
kVkN

total

i
i ))(()1( , otherwise each SSP 

can accept all calls. 
 

4.3 Enhanced Kawahara  
After investigating the algorithm proposed by Kawahara[9], reference[10] presents an 

enhanced Kawahara algorithm of overload control based on estimation of maximum number 
of calls in SSP. We use this enhanced Kawahara algorithm in the TC/CORBA gateway. This 

algorithm is described as follows: First, the maximum number of calls iL  for SSP i  is set 

to a pre-specified value when overloaded is detected. Second, we measure the number of 

completed calls )(τiN  in an interval τ  while restricting the acceptance of calls based on iL . 

Third, we estimate average processing time of the gateway by )(/ ττ iN . Finally, we update 

the maximum number of calls iL by dividing the target processing-delay time Td  by the 

estimated average processing time )(/ ττ iN , where Td  is a pre-specified target processing 

delay time in TC/CORBA gateway. That is to say, iL  is calculated as 

)))(/(int( ττ i
i N

TdL = , here, int(x) means the maximum integer that does not exceed x . This 

cycle is repeated until control is canceled.  
 
5. DIFFERENT CONTROL ALGORITHMS WORKING TOGETHER IN GATEWAY 

 
From Fig. 1, we know different IN entities may access TC/CORBA gateway. And these 

entities may be supplied by different vendors who want not to use the same type of algorithms. 
Even the IN entities are supplied by the same vendors, different type of entities may use 
different overload control algorithms. For example, one entity may use random admittance 
and another entity may use ticket bank. If gateway allows different algorithms work together, 
it would result in a more flexible system, since no standardized overload control mechanism 
is mandatory.  
 To investigate if the TC/CORBA gateway can use different throttling methods 
simultaneously, we simulated a case in which SSP1 used  random admittance algorithm, 
SSP2 used ticket bank algorithm, and SSP3 used enhanced Kawahara algorithm. We 
compared this case with other three cases in which SSPs and TC/CORBA gateway used the 
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same throttling methods as random admittance, ticket bank and enhanced Kawahara 
algorithms. The comparison is based on the following three criteria: throughput, efficiency 
and fairness. 
 
5.1 Throughput 

We assume that arrival process to the ith  SSP, ni ,,1L=  is Poisson with parameter 

iλ , the arrival streams are independent of one another. If the request is blocked by the throttle 

at the SSP， then it is rejected and lost from the system. If the request is not blocked at the 
throttle, then it departs the SSP and enters to the gateway. Arrivals to the gateway are queued 
and served according to a first-in-first-out discipline. The waiting space is assumed to be 
infinite, and we allow the probability that the total arrival rate to the gateway is greater than 

the service rate. We define the throughput as follows: 
τ

gatewayN
t = , here gatewayN  is the 

number with which requests are accepted by the gateway in a control interval, τ is the length 
of intervals.  
 
5.2 Efficiency 

To be efficient, the control must maintain a high throughput in the TC/CORBA gateway 
by, already in the SSPs, rejecting requests that can cause overload in the gateway. We use the 

efficiency definition as follows[8]: 
maxλλλ

λλλ
⋅−

⋅−
=

gatewaytot

gatewaySSPtote , here gatewayλ  is the rate with 

which requests are accepted by the TC/CORBA gateway, SSPλ  is the total rate with which 

requests are accepted by the SSPs, totλ  is the maximum arrival rate of request and maxλ is 

the maximum arrival rate that the TC/CORBA gateway can handle.  
 
5.3 Fairness 

We use the fainess definition as follows[8]: 
UUP

PUUP
f

><

−><
−=

,
,

1  , here ip =Pr(a call 

is accepted in SSP i , that ),,,( 21 npppP L=  and )1,,1,1(/1 LnU = , where n is the 

number of SSPs, >< yx, is the scale product of the two vectors x  and  y . From the 

fairness definition, an algorithm is considered fair if the probability that a request is accepted 
is the same, irrespective of which SSPs that receives the request. 
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5.4 Simulation 
The purpose of the simulations was to investigate the throughput , efficiency and fairness 

of the 4 cases. Table 1 contains the values we used for parameters. 
Table 1: Parameter Values during the simulations 
Parameter description      value 
 
Control interval length, τ       5s 
Maximum number of calls can handle, M    200 
Target processing delay time, Td      0.005s 
Number of SSPs, n           3 
 
5.5 Results and Discussion 

There are two simulations were performed. In the first simulation, the arrival rate was 
equally distributed among the SSPs, λ/1 =0.01, 0.009, 0.008, 0.007 ,0.006, 0.005. In the 
second simulation, one SSP had an arrival rate of λ  per second and the others λ2  and λ3  
per second, and λ/1 =0.01, 0.009, 0.008, 0.007 ,0.006, 0.005. The results were shown in Fig. 
3-8. 
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    Fig. 3  Throughput with equal load        Fig. 4   Throughput with unequal load 
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Fig. 5  Efficiency with equal load          Fig. 6   Efficiency with unequal load 
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Fig. 7   Fairness with equal load           Fig. 8    Fairness with unequal load 
The throughput during stationary traffic conditions is shown in Fig. 3-4. Under evenly 

distributed load conditions, the throughput with different control algorithms working together 
gains good behaviors. While in the unevenly distributed load conditions, the throughput with 
different control algorithms working together is affected largely by the fluctuation of 
performance from individual algorithms.  

The efficiency is shown in Fig. 5-6. Under evenly distributed load conditions, the 
random admittance algorithm behaves badly and the enhanced Kawahara algorithm has best 
performance. The efficiency with different control algorithms working together lies in a 
middle level. While in the unevenly distributed load conditions, the enhanced Kawahara 
algorithm behaves badly and ticket bank algorithm gains best performance. The efficiency 
with different control algorithms working together is affected largely by the fluctuation of 
performance from individual algorithms 

The fairness is shown in Fig. 7-8. Under evenly distributed load conditions, all the 
individual algorithms have fairness exactly as the ideal value ,100%, and the fairness with 
different control algorithms working together is about 80%. While in the unevenly distributed 
load conditions, the fairness with different control algorithms working together is affected 
largely by the fluctuation of performance from individual algorithms, and have fairness below 
80%.  

It is difficult to evaluate the contribution from the individual algorithms to the system 
with different control algorithms working together in theory. The simulation shows that the 
fairness with different control algorithms working together is lower than the individual 
algorithms. And the efficiency and the throughput are between the best and the worst.  

 
6. CONCLUSIONS  

 
This paper has demonstrated the necessity of using a centralized control mechanism with 

different control algorithms working together in the Parlay/OSA gateway. Our main concern 
is the comparison between the control mechanism with different control algorithms working 
together and with same control algorithms individually. The simulation shows the comparison 
results in throughput, efficiency and fairness. The feasibility with many load control 
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algorithms working together in the Parlay/OSA gateway is also validated. 
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